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This Italian data-tech company is specialised in analysing touristic local data. It has developed an online 
platform able to track touristic performance in realtime concerning not only past/actual results but also 
forward bookings/reservations on a destination. The company is looking for partners abroad to find new 
users (usually touristic clusters) of its system under subcontracting. 
 
 
This Italian hospitality-destination data intelligence company is part of an Italian digital group that has 
developed many digital projects since 2002. The company mission is to measure and visualize properties 
(hotels, campsites, flats) and destinations performance to maximise the tourism profitability of private 
operators. The company believes that the only way to make the best decision is the awareness and the 
knowing of the surroundings of the stakeholders. To realise its motto the company has developed its 
proprietary hospitality and destination data intelligence platform. Hotels, campsites, touristic properties and 
destination managers have a deep understanding of the performances and dynamics in their area in real-
time, thanks to the company’ solution. Data security is the highest priority of the company. For this reason, 
hotel/properties competitors' data will always be aggregated in a cluster of at least 5 hotels, so it is never 
possible to see another single property data. This also means that data will never be directly available to 
other properties. Hotels and campsites can analyse and compare their property performances against a 
competitive set of their choice avoiding missing any future opportunity to increase your hotel' profitability. The 
online platform developed by this Italian company is able to aggregates data coming from more than 40 
different pms (property management system) of individual hotels, campsites, properties and returns in real 
time the trend of the destination of the past and the forecasts (booking/reservations). The Company is active 
in 30+ destinations in Italy and Switzerland, including Cortina, Milan, Verona, and 14 destinations in Trentino, 
and more than 700 hotels have joined the platform, which are able to know the destination trends easily and 
in advance. The company is looking for partners abroad to find new users (usually touristic clusters) of its 
system under subcontracting. 
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